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Abstract - Individuals, organizations, companies are using facebook media for sharing information and utilize it 

to improve their marketing strategy. Likes, share and followers provide the opinions of the products or service 

which turns to an encouragement for the development of that companies or organizations. Using the number of 

likes and shares of a particular product, its popularity can be easily predicted.     It is very helpful for the 

companies to assess their performance and also to campaign their product in the society. It will be useful not 

only for companies but also for the customers. It also highlights the importance of the product reviews which 

gains more attention by the product buyers to decide whether to buy the intended product or not based on their 

various aspects of the product. For example, monitor, processor speed, memory, etc are considered before 

buying a PC. Theis sentiment analysis of product reviews will provide nearly accurate statistics regarding a 

product, providing an ease to the customers for analyzing the product and zero down his/her search for an online 

product. In this research, a study is conducted to analyze the popularity level of website in social networking 

based on the posts shared on facebook to enhance the marketing strategies. Recently, data mining tools are used 

to identify the product rating from the customer reviews. In this paper, page ranking algorithm is used to predict 

product rating from online reviews. 

 

Keywords: Data Mining, Page ranking algorithm, Text Mining, Sentiment Analysis, Rating Prediction, Opinion 

Analysis 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Data Mining is the abstraction of useful data from concealed knowledge of valuable information from large 

databases. It is the relevant method of searching legitimate, novel, potentially beneficial and in the end 

understandable templates in records. It uses a variety of techniques to identify chunks of information in the 

available dataset and deriving these in such way that they can be used in various areas. The term is contradicted 

because the target is to extract the knowledge from enormous amount of data. It is applicable to any form of 

information processing system as well as any decision support system. The real mining venture is the partially 

automatic or computerized evaluation of huge quantities of information to extract unknown, exciting styles 

consisting of agencies of records, unusual statistics and dependencies. It generally includes database strategies. 

The output pattern is a kind of summary of the input data, and may be used in future analysis. The statistics 

mining step may become aware of multiple groups within the records that could be used to attain greater 

prediction accuracy which results with the assistance of a support machine. The term "Data fishing and Data 

snooping" allows the use of data mining tools to a highly populated data. It will be helpful to generate new 

axioms to test against the high volume of data. This testing finds a model which explains the data by creating a 

hypothesis and then validates the hypothesis against the data. It is usually verified by searching the data sample. 

As the dataset has grown in size and complexity, then the manual process becomes complicated and ineffective. 

So, the implementation of automated process aided by the mining techniques is put forth. 

 

Next, sentiment analysis (SA) utilizes natural language processing to find and filter information from a specific 

area. Because of the wide spread use of social media like blogs, facebook and googleplus, SA gains more 
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attention and moved to the next level in research area. Recently, SA is also termed as Opinion Mining and it has 

diverse applications. It is a bigger issue for NLP and it very harder to attain better results. Automatic 

classification of the text in native language is a tedious task. 

 

Data Mining Techniques 

The important terms in data mining are association, support, confidence and process which are explained below. 

Association 

Association or relation is a transparent operation which correlates more than one feature belongs to the same 

type for identifying the patterns. For example, Associating the people with their buying habits. People who buy 

Bread also buy Jam and vice versa. The  rule is in the form,         

X=>Y                                       (1) 

 

where X is ‘antecedent’ and Y is ‘consequent’. To select the rules from the set, some conditions on various 

measures are used. The existing measures are ‘support and confidence’. 

Support 

Support indicates the frequency of the item set that resides in the set. The support X with respect to T is 

explained as the proportion of transactions t in the dataset that consist the item set  X. Support is denoted as 

(2) 

Confidence 

Confidence indicates how frequent the rule is supposed to be positive. The confidence of a rule  X=> Y , with 

respect to T, is the proportion of the transactions that includes  X which also includes  Y. Confidence is defined 

as:  

(3) 

Process 

These rules satisfy minimum support and minimum confidence specified by the user at the similar time.  

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Data Mining is applied in many areas for its automated process. Nowadays, there exist a vast and variant 

techniques used. The techniques should handle big data also. Some algorithms only work on the small dataset. 

So, before using it one should analyze the algorithms and its advantages and disadvantages. SA or opinion 

Mining (OM) is the process of automatic extraction or classification of sentiments from the user reviews or 

opinions by Natural Language Processing (NLP), text mining and computational techniques. The two words SA 

and OM are interchangeable and they refer to same meaning. But, some researchers show that these two terms 

are slightly different from each other. OM extracts and investigates the opinion about an entity while SA 

searches the opinions, finds the sentiments expressed and finally classifies the polarity. 

 

The processes involved in SA are given in Fig. 1. It finds useful in various fields such as government, business, 

marketing, online shopping, etc. In recent days, the end user shows their sentiment using comments or reviews 

via internet. These reviews are used and analyzed by major companies for decision making. Many online 

shopping sites (e.g. Amazon, Flipkart) encourage the users to give feedback as sentiments on different 

characteristics of the purchased product. Hundreds to thousands of users rely on online review and 90% of users 

decide to purchase the product based on the reviews in April 2013. In addition, the retailers utilize these reviews 

to improvise the product quality and to find the customer satisfactory level. The end users or consumers exploit 

these reviews to make decisions whether to purchase the product or not. There are totally three levels in SA [2]: 

document level [3], sentence level [4] and word level or aspect level [5]. Document level SA classifies the 

opinion document into positive or negative sentiment. It takes the entire document and classifies it. Sentence 

level SA classifies the sentiment present in every individual sentence. The initial process is to determine 

whether the sentence is subjective or objective. When the sentence is subjective, it will identify the sentence is 

positive or negative.  For e.g.  Objective sentence: I bought an iPod yesterday, Subjective sentence: It is such a 
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nice iPod. The subjective sentence is identified as positive one. It is also proved that the sentiments are not only 

needed to be subjective [6]. In addition, document and sentence level SA are almost similar to each other. This 

classification is not enough to provide detailed opinions on all directions of an entity. So, aspect level SA is 

used. It classifies the sentiments based on a particular aspect. Sometimes a sentiment holds two different 

polarities (e.g. the camera of the phone is nice, but it expensive).                                                                         

 

Ashfaq Ahmed K et al. compares the available classification approaches interms of experimental results. 

Classification technique comes under the machine learning process which is used to sort based on the label. This 

technique is also used to analyze the life threatening disease [1]. It has also been noticed that classification when 

combined with learning procedures can be used efficiently used to gain the accuracy of prediction. To find the 

topmost popular product in company using number of comments and the number of likes of product brands can 

gathered from facebook (De Vries et al., 2012). Facebook and twitter data are used to perform competitive 

analysis of 3 companies to identify the best one (Wu He et al., 2013). Tweets are posted about specific topics 

(movie box-office collection) performs well than market-based predictors (Asur et al., 2012). The popularity of 

articles can be predicted by using article cited in wikipedia and mendeley library (Lewis et al., 2012).  The 

existing work categorizes the Tuberculosis affected patients from the normal patients and gets the most desirable 

factors which influence the disease. 

 

Dataset Collection 

• Dataset plays a key role in Big Data Analytics as it creates results required for the successful completion of 

the research work.  

• As far as Popularity analysis is considered, two major datasets are utilized which is collected as a secondary 

resource from UCI Repository which has the following link “archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/”. 

• The archive is generated as an ftp archive in 1987 by David Aha and team. 

• To conduct the research more effectively, two datasets are identified and selected from UCI Repository.  

 

Flow of Work 

It consists of two main Phases. 

Pre-processing (Clustering) 

In the pre-processing step, the main factors are identified by applying ‘K- means’ algorithm to cluster features. 

Generally, Clustering is a technique which groups the same set of objects to one cluster and a cluster which 

includes the objects of data set is chosen to reduce few measures of dissimilarity. Clustering is a kind of 

unsupervised learning whereas classification is a supervised learning method. Clustering process groups the 

objects of dataset into clusters where the groups are completely varied from each other and the objects in the 

similar group or cluster is same as each other. The clusters are filtered from the dataset by organizing the objects 

in it. 

 
Fig. 1: Graphical Representation Page Rank Algorithm 
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The idea is to choose Centroid, one for each set. This   should be fixed in a well planned manner because 

different Centers will   give different results. The most usual method for initializing the center is “Forge and 

Random Partition”.  The best way is to place them in different locations which are located far from each other. 

Then, each point is taken and fixes it to the closest till there is none.   

 

Techniques used in Existing work 

Pre-Processing 

The data processing is applied to eliminate the irregularities and incompleteness in the record. There are 

numerous techniques in the preprocessing such as “elimination of unwanted attribute, choosing the appropriate 

attribute, Fill the missing Values, Discretization Normalization” etc. The main objective is to get the common 

factors between tuberculosis patients. Initially 22 factors are considered before Pre-Processing 

 

Methods Used 

Clustering 

‘Cluster analysis or clustering’ is to make the objects in similar ground are identical than the objects in other 

groups. It is a useful technique of distribution and finding co-relation in the data [4]. The aim is to uncover the 

dense and scarce regions in a set. It is important to investigate the principle of minimizing the operations. 

Numerical and Categorical data type 

Clustering can handle numerical & categorical type. For clustering numerical type the geometric properties or 

distance function are applied to define the interval between the points.   For Clustering categorical type, the 

distance functions are not used. 

K-Means algorithm 

The standard algorithm was first put forward d by ‘Stuart Lloyd in 1957’. 

The word "k-means" was first employed by James ‘Mac Queen in 1967’.   

It intends to divide the given data points into k clusters where every data point resides to a cluster based on the 

nearest mean. This results leads to sentiment classifications. 

 

In the recent years, Google is the widely used search engine across the world. Because, it achieves better 

performance, easier to use, higher quality in comparison with other search engines. The quality of retrieved 

results are usually depends on the PageRank. It is an easier way of ranking the web documents and is introduced 

by Google founders Lawrence Page and Sergey Brin[08]. 

 

III. PAGE RANK ALGORITHM 

  

The rank is updated according to the proposed Page Rank algorithm. The graphical representation of page rank 

algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Design of Page Rank Algorithm 

The Page Rank provides the likelihood of distribution over the web pages and the total Page Ranks of the web 

pages is 1. Initially, the page rank of the webpage is computed with no information about the final value of the 

Rank of other webpages. It is an iterative method which works on the underlying process of normalized link 

matrix of web. The rank of a webpage depends on the total number of webpages directs to a page. The basic 

idea behind SVM is to find linear separators in the search space and is which can be easily separated into 

various classes. Figure 2 shows a SVM with 2 classes (x, 0) and 3 hyperplanes (A, B and C). A provides better 

separation among classes. SVM classification works well for text data due to the sparse nature of text [4] [20]. 

SVM is useful for several applications are classifying sentiments based on quality [8]. [21] uses 2 multiclass 

SVM based methods namely One-versus-All SVM and single Machine Multiclass SVM. 

Algorithm  

1. Clusters the points into ‘k’ disjoint groups where k is the number and is fixed. 

2. Choose ‘k’ points randomly as centres. 

3. Cumulate the remaining objects to their nearest ‘k’ based on the distance function. 
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4. Compute the mean value of all objects. 

5. Repeat steps from 2 to 4 until the points are assigned correctly and there is none. 

 

Table 1: Attribute Description 

 
 

IV. EXPERIMENTATION FOR PAGERANK ALGORITHM 

 

This section discusses the design of proposed fuzzy logic based opinion mining and SA model which filters 

features, opinions and linguistic hedges from unstructured user generates reviews and based on their sentiment 

orientation, it classifies reviews as “positive review”, “negative review” and “neutral review” [07]. In the 

computation of opinionated word, it assumes the effect of linguistic edges or modifiers on the opinionated 

words. For instance, “x is good” indicates no hedge; “x is very good” represents an intensifying or concentrating 

hedge and in “x is not good” describes an inverting or modifying hedge. The processed and parsed documents 

from the pre-processing stage are provided the next stage to filter features. In this stage, the features are 

removed by the consideration of the frequency of occurrence features. When the maximum frequency measure 

of any feature is lesser than the threshold value, then the feature is removed [3]. The dataset collection methods 

and analysis is explained along with the attributes used for research. Big Data is a high end technology where 

availability of better tools is very much concern for researchers.  

 

Implementation of Page rank Algorithm 

Online News Popularity Blogs: This dataset contains a set of different features related to the articles published 

by Mashable in a duration of 2 years.  The aim is to predict the total number of shares in social networks 

(popularity). 

 

Attributes used in this dataset are given below 

There are 61 attributes are used in this dataset. They are url, timedelta,  n_tokens_title, n_tokens_content, 

n_unique_tokens,n_non_stop_words, _non_stop_unique_tokens, num_hrefs, num_self_hrefs, num_imgs, 

num_videos, average_token_length, num_keywords, data_channel_is_lifestyle and etc.,sentiment classification 

and it is investigated by the use of dataset which holds the online customer reviews of mobile phones. 

 

The noises are commonly presented usually in the form of spelling errors, grammatical mistakes, punctuations, 

irregular capitalization, and usage non-dictionary words like abbreviations or acronyms of common terms, etc. 

The main reason for this is these reviews are mostly written by non-experts and in short informal texts spelling 

errors.  
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Table 2: List of phases 

 

PHASES Analytics Dataset Data Tool 

Phase I Data Prediction Facebook 

Metrics 

Cosmetics 

Brand 

Matlab 

Phase II Data Analytics Online News 

Popularity 

(Blogs) 

All News R-Studio 

Phase III Comparative 

Data Analytics 

Facebook 

Metrics, Online 

News Popularity 

(Blogs) 

Cosmetics 

Brand, All 

News 

Tabulea 

 

 
 

SVM is commonly used in the classification and nonlinear function estimation. High computational complexity 

is the major demerit of SBM for the constrained optimization programming. This drawback is rectified by the 

use of Least Squares Support Vector Machines (LS-SVM) [03], which solves linear equations instead of a 

quadratic programming problem. The significant improvement is attained has been produced at this point with a 

least squares version of SVM, called LS-SVM. LS-SVM deals with equality replacing inequality constraints and 

a sum squared error (SSE) cost function since it is commonly employed in training of classical NN [03]. This 

modification eliminates the problem in such a way that the solution is defined by a linear system, accurately a 

Karush- Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) system, which is same as the linear system which solves in each iteration step by 

interior point methods for typical SVM.  In LS-SVM, the optimization problem is equated as  

                  
 

 
       

 

 
 ∑   

  
                              (4) 

                 (  )                 

 

Data Prediction 

It is determined from the middle of the home cell to the middle of each surrounding cells. The interval between 

two points is calculated by taking square root for the sum of the squares between the differences. 

Distance between the two points x and y is taken as the measurement of the line segment which links them . 
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In Cartesian coordinates, if x = (x1, x2,..., x n) and y = (y1, y2,..., y n) are the points in Euclidean  space, then the 

interval  d from x to y or from y to x is given by the Pythagorean formula as 

 
 

 
 

The Result of Rank Prediction 2.7957 implies that the page gets moderate shares and needs more improvement 

in the future. 

 
Fig. Star ratings based on reviews 

 

The main principle behind the training method is to achieve high margin hyper plane, denoted by vector W, 

which divides the margin as well as splits the pattern vectors in one class. It represents to a constrained 

optimization problem; letting Cj belongs to {1,-1} be the correct class of pattern Pj, the output can be specified 

as below equation: 

W = ΣjαjcjPj , αj >=0 

 

Where, the αj’s (Lagrangian Multipliers) are performed by solving a double optimization problem. Those Pj 

such that αj larger than zero are called support vectors, since they are the only pattern vectors contributing to W. 

Classification is test example consists simply of determining which side of W’s hyper plane they fall on. 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The research is carried out in a technical environment with the software package that is relevant for big data 

analytics in a computing paradigm. The major parameter selected in the two datasets is the TEXT or TWEETS 

made by friends or followers or purchasers of the product in specific the Apple Products in our research in a 

social network that denotes the interest shown by the friends and followers in a post and also the Quality gained 
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among them. Thus after careful analysis of various TEXTS with emotional words and smileys, the following 

parameters are also considered to determine the SCORE whereby Positive and Negative Tweets are analyzed 

and results provided based on them. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

Data Mining routines are used to reveal the hidden norms from the vast collection of product reviews of 

historical data. Classification and Clustering are evaluated for Predictive and Descriptive analysis respectively. 

When the both routines are allied it produces high precision and also takes part in detecting the Outliers. 
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